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 Sofia Pysarenko took the 2nd place. 
Her project is "The author's

metaphorization of the baroque
motifs "vanitas" and "memento mori"

in the poetry of Andreas Griffius". 
German teacher: Tverdohlib Alina
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Regional stage of the Small
Academy of Sciences

Anastasia Galutva took the 2nd place.
Her project is ‘’ Lexical and syntactic

means of verbalizing positive
emotions in the work of Jerome. K.

Jerome ‘’Three men in the boat’’.  
English teacher: Selivanova Oksana



It has become a tradition to celebrate the 100th lesson in
classes that study English intensively. The lesson was filled

with exciting activities and interesting discussions about
Ukrainian dishes. The students learned new words related
to the topic, such as "borscht," "varenyky," "salo," "cabbage

rolls," and others.
Celebrating the 100th English lesson on the topic of

"Ukrainian Cuisine" was an incredible experience for all
participants. Not only did the students deepen their

knowledge, but they also got acquainted with the richness
and variety of Ukrainian cuisine. It was a wonderful way
to celebrate the students' progress in language learning

and acknowledge Ukrainian cultural heritage.
Iryna SYNCHYLO and Anastasiia SAVETCHENKO,

English teachers

Celebrating the 100th English lesson with
5th-grade students on "Ukrainian Food"



Last week, I had the honor of being a speaker at the regional seminar for
English teachers, where I presented the topic "Successful Preparation for

External Testing: Facts, Challenges, Advance Preparation (Foreign
Languages)."

In my presentation, I focused on four main aspects that I consider crucial
for successfully preparing students for the final exam:

Deep language knowledge
Practical preparation
Time optimization
Support and motivation

I am grateful for the opportunity to share my experience and hope that this
information will be useful for everyone involved in preparing students for

important stages of their education.
Iryna Synchylo, English teacher



St. Patrick's Day

Celebrating St. Patrick's Day in the English lessons: deepening 
knowledge and cultural diversity
On St. Patrick's Day, which is celebrated on March 17, English lessons
become especially interesting and eventful for students. This holiday, which
originates from Ireland, offers a unique opportunity to introduce students to
the culture, traditions and important events of the Irish people.
This year was no exception: on March 14-18, teachers of the School of
Foreign Languages held a series of unusual English lessons. Students in
grades 5-11th watched a video about the day and had the opportunity to play
a game on the Quizizz platform, identifying the best team and player.
Celebrating St. Patrick's Day in English lessons not only broadens students'
knowledge of the English language, but also opens up new horizons of
cultural diversity and promotes creativity and empathy.
                                           Anastasiya Savetchenko

«Let's unite Ukraine 
with Tarasov's word»

"The musical fairy tale "The Orange
Princess"
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By the 210th anniversary of the birth of T.G. Shevchenko, the
students of Orikhiv School N5 not only honored the memory of
the poet, but also felt how love for Ukraine, the people, and

the native language flows through his works.
     Many years have passed since Shevchenko's birthday, but

even today his words live with us
Yana Mormul

 On March 16, the Zaporizhzhia Academic Regional Theater of
the Young Spectator hospitably invited the pupils of Orihiv

School N5 to watch the musical fairy tale "The Orange Princess".
The children went to sunny Italy together with the heroes of the

action. Adventure, danger and romance awaited the audience at
every turn. The performance was impressive, mesmerizing the

young audience with the unsurpassed performance of the
actors, wonderful music and amazing scenery.

     We are sincerely grateful for your concern for our children,
bright impressions, extraordinary emotions!

                                                                  Yana Mormul


